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(feat. Wayne Marshall)

[Intro:]
Soh me a seh sting baby
Up to di time
Yuh kno wether you got me waiting
For a day or a month
Yuh kno we still gotta confront
Caz I gotta get dat little ting up front
Timeless...
A me a seh
Yuh kno it's Kartel, Wayne Marsheezy
And I told dem
We get di girls eva so easy
Timeless...

[Chorus:]
Baby let's go
Show me weh yuh need fi show
And tek off yuh clothes
Mek we get close
Baby let it flow
Nobody else to know
I got di sex but I'll treat you like a ho
Baby let's go
Di rude bwoy don't go below
And if a dat yuh need
Den hell no
Baby let it flow
We can do it fast or slow
Your in bed with a real sex pro

[Verse 1:]
Ey,
Nobody itch gyal
Gimmie di sump'n
If yuh pull up yuh blouse
Me will touch a botton
And if a your skirt
Come pull di buckle
Cah yuh ukku yuh likkle
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Yuh will nuh mek a mukkle
Well if a bwoy call yuh bitch gyal
A nuh nottin
Me will gih yuh me tings from
Yuh foot a open
Soh come peel di cane
Mek me curry di motton
But me nah stay fi di nas
Soh mek me tell yuh sump'n

[Chorus:]
Baby let's go
Show me weh yuh need fi show
And tek off yuh clothes
Mek we get close
Baby let it flow
Nobody else to know
I got di sex but I'll treat you like a ho
Baby let's go
Di rude bwoy don't go below
And if a dat yuh need
Den hell no
Baby let it flow
We can do it fast or slow
Your in bed with a real sex pro

[Verse 2:]
Yuh hear me
Sexually speaking
Me do a lot
But I don't do three ting
Homo sex, anal sex, pussy eating
Caz Marshall and Kartel nah bow
Dat's di key ting
We stay high like di greeting
Fatty tek it pan di floor
Di bed squeaking
Di first roound and we'll buss 23 spring
Yuh come in like yuh neva listen to me song
Pan di G-String

[Chorus:]
Baby let's go
Show me weh yuh need fi show
And tek off yuh clothes
Mek we get close
Baby let it flow
Nobody else to know
I got di sex but I'll treat you like a ho
Baby let's go
Di rude bwoy don't go below



And if a dat yuh need
Den hell no
Baby let it flow
We can do it fast or slow
Your in bed with a real sex pro

[Verse 1:]
Ey,
Nobody itch gyal
Gimmie di sump'n
If yuh pull up yuh blouse
Me will touch a botton
And if a your skirt
Come pull di buckle
Cah yuh ukku yuh likkle
Yuh will nuh mek a mukkle
Well if a bwoy call yuh bitch gyal
A nuh nottin
Me will gih yuh me tings from
Yuh foot a open
Soh come peel di cane
Mek me curry di motton
But me nah stay fi di nas
Soh mek me tell yuh sump'n

[Chorus:]
Baby let's go
Show me weh yuh need fi show
And tek off yuh clothes
Mek we get close
Baby let it flow
Nobody else to know
I got di sex but I'll treat you like a ho
Baby let's go
Di rude bwoy don't go below
And if a dat yuh need
Den hell no
Baby let it flow
We can do it fast or slow
Your in bed with a real sex pro

[Verse 2:]
Yuh hear me
Sexually speaking
Me do a lot
But I don't do three ting
Homo sex, anal sex, pussy eating
Caz Marshall and Kartel nah bow
Dat's di key ting
We stay high like di greeting
Fatty tek it pan di floor



Di bed squeaking
Di first round and we'll buss 23 spring
Yuh come in like yuh neva listen to me song
Pan di G-String

[Chorus:]
Baby let's go
Show me weh yuh need fi show
And tek off yuh clothes
Mek we get close
Baby let it flow
Nobody else to know
I got di sex
But I'll won't treat you like a ho
Baby let's go
Di rude bwoy don't go below
And if a dat yuh need
Den hell no
Baby let it flow
We can do it fast or slow
Your in bed with a real sex pro
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